
Imperial Storm 3 - 2021 (29 ABY)

Battle #1: Kammia’s Sacrifice

Abroad the flagship, ISD-II Hammer, Lieutenant Colonel “Never Sleeps” Genie, Major
Taygetta “the Boogeyman”, Lieutenant Colonel Alejandro “Miranda” Araujo,
Commander Garyth “Fortune Teller” Mantisa and newly appointed Delta Squadron
Commander, Captain “The One” Highlander were gathered around the briefing screen.
Vice Admiral Phoenix “9-fingers” Berkana sat in the background in silence.

Genie was pointing to one of the systems when the alarm sounded.
“What is it?”, Taygetta questioned.
Genie responded, “Our fleet at Kammia reports vast forces from the Challenge,
hyper-spacing in. Preliminary reports reveal several Calamari Cruisers and multiple X-Wing,
Y-Wing and A-Wings sighted.”

“Despite their overwhelming force, our fleet must remain and fight.”, Genie continued.
“Taygetta and Alejandro will take the Alpha and Epsilon pilots and star(t the) conflict.
Garyth and Highlander will take several squadrons and assault their fleet directly, while I will
coordinate an assault of TIE Fighters on their Corvettes and starfighters.

We shall make this a very expensive battle for them!
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Near the end of battle, LCM Solohan was screaming to LC Genie, “Sir, we must retreat!
Make the call!”. CM Xye was nodding in agreement. Genie approached the comm - as
several of the Challenge’s capital ships were in flames and making a downward descent
towards the planet as the gravity got hold of them - “This is LC Genie, make your way to the
escape pods, we have relayed an encrypted message, location transmitted to you now. A
scout fleet is enroute to pick us up. Make no mistake, today we made the Challenge pay for
their decision! Kammia’s sacrifice will never be forgotten.”
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As everyone gathered at the 3rd moon of the 4th planet behind Kammia’s sun, Wookiee
could be seen towering over everyone, chest-hair in broad display for everyone to see.
Solohan was right at the front. Genie began to address the pilots, but noticed Taygetta,
Gytheran and Ranger were still missing. He turned towards Alejandro, “Where are our



remaining pilots?”. Alejandro shrugged his shoulders. “I believe they are still engaged in
battle”. Radio transmissions interrupted Alejandro. “Sector Command, this is E1-1
Boogeyman, we’ve just come out of hyperspace. I had to claw Gytheran away from that
battle. Ranger is also with me, over”. Genie relayed back “We hear you E1-1, we are all
waiting at our pre-agreed location, I’ve just been informed the Strike Cruiser Solohan’s
Zucchini is already enroute and very near to our location, please prepare for a swift
docking, over”. “Roger that” Taygetta replied.


